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Adaptive Continuously Variable
Compression Braking Control
for Heavy-Duty Vehicles
Modern heavy-duty vehicles are equipped with compression braking mechanism
augment their braking capability and reduce wear of the conventional friction brake
this paper we consider a heavy-duty vehicle equipped with a continuously variable
pression braking mechanism. The variability of the compression braking torqu
achieved through controlling a secondary opening of the exhaust valve of the veh
turbocharged diesel engine using a variable valve timing actuator. A model refer
adaptive controller is designed to ensure good vehicle speed tracking performan
brake-by-wire driving scenarios in presence of large payload and road grade variati
The adaptive controller is integrated with backstepping procedure to account for c
pression braking actuator dynamics, with observers for various unmeasured quan
and with compensation schemes for actuator saturation. In addition to speed trackin
vehicle mass and road grade are simultaneously estimated if persistence of excitatio
conditions hold. The final version of the controller is successfully evaluated on a
order crank angle model of a vehicle with a six-cylinder engine.
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1 Introduction
Increased highway capacity and enhanced driving safety~which

are the major goals for Automated Highway Systems@1–3#! im-
pose fundamental requirements on retarding power and bra
control of modern Heavy Duty Vehicles~HDVs!. Although, con-
ventional service brakes~friction pads on the wheels! can theo-
retically provide a retarding power ten times higher than the
celerating power of the vehicle, they cannot be used continuo
because of the generated heat that may cause ‘‘brake fading’
excessive wear of the friction contacts@4#. The presence of delay
associated with the pneumatic or the hydraulic actuation s
system impose additional constraints on the longitudinal con
of HDVs @5#. To maintain operational speeds comparable to p
senger vehicles, without compromising safe braking performa
high retarding power with consistent magnitude and unlimited
ration is required. Faced with these difficulties, fleet and eng
manufacturers are introducing additional retarding mechani
with low weight and maintenance requirement so they do
offset the recent improvements in powertrain efficiency.

A promising retarding mechanism that satisfies the above
maintenance and weight-to-power ratio requirements is the en
compression brake that relies on converting the turbocharged
sel engine, that powers HDVs, into a compressor that abs
kinetic energy from the crankshaft@6,7#. It is based on inhibiting
fuel injection and altering the conventional gas exchange pro
in the cylinders of the engine through a secondary opening of
exhaust valve at the end of the compression stroke. We call
secondary opening of the exhaust valve when the air is rele
into the exhaust as Brake Valve Opening~BVO! ~or braking
event! and we refer to the corresponding timing of the exha
valve opening as Brake Valve Timing~BVT!. Specifically, we
define BVT as the number of crank angle degrees from the
dead-center at the beginning of the power stroke to the openin
the brake valve, as shown in Fig. 1.

Variability of the compression braking torque can be achiev
by ~a! varying the brake valve timing using a variable exha

Contributed by the Dynamic Systems and Control Division for publication in
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camshaft phasing actuator,~b! varying the number of cylinders
that are operating under compression mode. With the latter
sion of the compression braking mechanism only a finite num
of possible braking torque values can be achieved for a gi
engine speed. The number of possible discrete torque values
pends on the number of cylinders activated in compression m
The finest quantization of engine braking torque that can
achieved with this approach is defined by the number of cylind
of the engine. A further quantization of the braking torque del
ered to the wheels can be achieved through the gear selectio
the driveline. Thus, the request of negative torque can be appr
mately matched by combining a certain number of ‘‘braking’’ cy
inders and a certain choice of gear ratio. This capability is utiliz
in the Eaton-Vorad collision-warning system EVT-300 wi
SmartCruise that activates compression braking automatic
when a collision is imminent. It is not clear, however, that a v
hicle following can be realized, unless the service brakes that
normally controlled by the driver can smoothly compensate
the compression braking torque deficit at a given speed. The s
gent requirements of HDV following scenarios and other appli
tions in Intelligent Transportation necessitate continuous varia
in the compression braking torque. Thus, continuously varia
compression braking achieved through a continuous variatio
brake valve timing~option ~a!! is currently under active investi
gation @8#. This is the type of actuator that we focus on in o
paper.

To study the effects of the continuously varying brake va
timing we developed a detailed crank angle based model ap
priate for longitudinal control of a typical Class 8 highway truc
equipped with compression brake. The model accurately re
sents the transient and nonlinear behavior of the engine and
vehicle during combustion and braking modes, and during
transition between those modes@9#. Applying numerical model
order reduction techniques to this model we have developed a
of low order models that can be used for control analysis a
design@10#.

In this paper, we concentrate on the longitudinal speed con
problem using only variable compression braking in an effort
increase HDV retarding capability, accommodate higher opera
speeds and minimize the use of the conventional friction br
and, hence, the friction brake wear. To ensure good and consi

he

iate
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speed tracking performance despite large variations in the veh
mass and road grade, we pursue an adaptive control approac
first consider the model without compression brake actuator
namics and derive a Model Reference Adaptive Controller
terms of system parameter estimates@11#. The update laws for the
parameter estimates are generated using the Speed-Gradient
nique @12#. Then the actuator dynamics are accounted for in
controller design through the use of a backstepping proced
The backstepping controller is implemented using observers
various unmeasured variables and the stability of the schem
rigorously analyzed. We, furthermore, outline several ways to d
with actuator saturation. Finally, the scheme developed on a
plified model is successfully applied to a high order crankan
based model of a diesel engine equipped with a compression b
ing actuator@13#. In order to compensate for undesirable effects
the high order model such as cylinder-to-cylinder interactions,
employ additional measures to enhance our scheme robust
Specifically, the dead-zone and adaptation disabling in fast t
sients are introduced to deal with unmodeled dynamics. Their
fect is to stop adaptation when the unmodeled dynamics are d
nant. Good tracking performance and identifying properties of
final version of the controller for vehicle mass and road grade
demonstrated on crankangle based engine model simulation.

The paper is organized as follows. In the immediately followi
section we review the key issues and challenges of longitud
control of HDVs and summarize the related literature and
contribution of our paper. In Section 3 we describe a model
longitudinal vehicle dynamics and compression braking actu
dynamics. In Section 4 we develop a Model Reference Adap
Controller~MRAC! assuming, first, the instantaneous actuator
sponse. We then extend the control design to the case with
actuator dynamics. In Section 5 we consider different approac
to deal with the actuator saturation. We then introduce modifi
tions to enhance the control scheme robustness. With these m
fications the controller is successfully applied to the full ord
model and the results are reported in Section 6. Concluding
marks follow in Section 7.

2 Challenges in Longitudinal Control and Parameter
Estimation of HDVs

To guarantee safe and reliable operation of automated vehi
modern speed control systems are designed to provide good s
tracking performance and robustness for a multitude of opera
conditions such as vehicle mass, road grade, gear combinat
aerodynamic drag, etc. A sensitivity analysis of the HDV mo
variations~see@10,14#! clearly indicates that more sophisticate
control schemes have to be introduced to meet the stringent
formance requirements. The issue of vehicle load changes
particular concern in HDV, since the HDV’s mass can vary

Fig. 1 Lift profiles for exhaust, intake and brake events
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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much as 400 percent~from a configuration of being just a tracto
to having one or more trailers! resulting in drastically different
closed loop performance. The experiments on an HDV@15# indi-
cate that the conventional controllers, such as a fixed gain P
have limited capability to handle the large parameter variation
HDV. Road grade changes are the second most important i
that present strong challenges, especially combined with un
tainties in the vehicle mass.

A very promising approach to enhance the conventional con
algorithms is that of on-line parameter estimation and contro
adaptation. Several adaptive algorithms related to automo
speed control applications have been introduced in prior litera
~see, e.g.,@16–21#!. In particular, in@16# the authors develop an
optimization-type direct adaptation algorithm that adjusts
gains of a PI controller to minimize a cost functional that refle
vehicle performance objectives over varying road conditions. T
authors of@17# use an indirect adaptive scheme with the recurs
least-squares method to identify parameters in a linearized veh
model. A least-square estimator that provides vehicle mass, a
dynamic drag and rolling resistance estimates is described in@18#.
It can be used to implement algorithms for indirect adaptive c
trol. Adaptive algorithms have been developed in@19# to address
unpredictable changes in parameters of conventional ser
brakes. Recent work@20# shows that nonsmooth estimation an
adaptation techniques can be used to achieve a reasonable c
over braking force of conventional service brakes.

The first results on adaptive longitudinal control design
HDV are presented in@5,21#. There the authors develop an ada
tive controller for an HDV with conventional friction brakes usin
the direct adaptation of PIQ controller gains. The novelty of o
work is in using an indirect adaptive control method applied
rectly to nonlinear longitudinal vehicle dynamics model and co
pression braking actuation mechanism. In particular, a Model R
erence Adaptive Controller is derived in terms of two syste
parameter estimates, namely vehicle mass and road grade@11#.
Both of these parameters are found to be critical in longitudi
control since they have the most impact on the longitudi
performance@14#.

In addition to speed tracking we are also able, under persiste
of excitation type conditions, to estimatesimultaneouslyvehicle
mass and road grade. We show that the convergence of these
estimates is assured when the desired speed value change
step-wise or other periodic fashion~that is typically guaranteed in
urban driving cycles!.

Reliable on-line HDV parameter estimation has a large imp
for reducing emissions, increasing fuel efficiency and enhanc
safety of automated vehicles. In light of HDV automation an a
curate payload mass estimation is critical for implementing a c
trol scheme proposed in@14#, where reference commands to ind
vidual trucks are adjusted so that all trucks in a platoon can fol
the reference command from the leading truck without satura
their actuators. Moreover, estimation of payload mass in HDV
very important and it is used nowadays by fueling algorithms
reduce smoke and by the transmission shift strategy to elimin
‘‘gear hunting.’’ An electronically controlled HDV powertrain ca
accomplish online mass parameter estimation using two prim
methods:~a! acceleration data during a step change in fueling ra
~b! acceleration or deceleration data during a gear shift. In al
these methods, changes in road grade confuse the mass estim
algorithms by biasing the driveline torque that is available
acceleration or deceleration. Method~b! is more accurate becaus
it does not depend on a feedforward steady-state combus
torque estimator that is prone to errors due to engine aging. H
ever, it is expected that shift duration will be shortened in t
future to reduce speed loss and consequently smoke emission
eration during gear shifts, and, thus, method~b! will be increas-
ingly difficult to apply for parameter estimation. Grade inform
tion can be potentially obtained using road map information a
satellite communication. In@14# a two-antenna GPS system
SEPTEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 407
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used for road grade measurements within a least-square b
estimation scheme. The adaptive scheme proposed in this p
provides mass and road grade estimation without any additi
sensors or measurements, but it is limited by the fact that
estimation happens only during compression braking periods

3 Longitudinal Vehicle Model
Consider the vehicle operation during a driving maneuver o

descending grade withb degrees inclination~b50 corresponds to
no inclination,b,0 corresponds to a descending grade!. It is as-
sumed that during the descent, the engine is not fueled an
operated in the compression braking mode. A lumped param
model approximation is used to describe the vehicle longitud
dynamics during compression braking. For fixed gear opera
the engine crankshaft rotational speed,v, is expressed by:

Jtv̇5Tcb1r g~Fb2Fqdr!, (1)

whereTcb is the engine torque applied to the crankshaft~negative
during compression braking!, Jt5Mr g

21Je is the total vehicle in-
ertia reflected to the engine shaft,Je is the engine crankshaf
inertia, M is the mass of the vehicle~depends on the mass o
payload!. The total gear ratio,r g , is given by r g5r v /gtgf d ,
wherer v is the wheel diameter,gt is the transmission gear ratio
gf d is the final drive gear ratio.Fqdr is the quadratic resistive forc
~primarily, force due to aerodynamic resistance, but we also
clude friction resistive terms!:

Fqdr5Cqr g
2v2,

whereCq5CdAr/21Cf is the quadratic resistive coefficient,Cd
is the aerodynamic drag coefficient,r is ambient air-density,A is
the frontal area of the vehicle andCf is the friction coefficient.Fb
is the force due to road grade~b! and the rolling resistance of th
road (f r):

Fb52 f rgM cosb2Mg sinb,

whereg is the acceleration due to gravity. The engine speedv is
proportional to the vehicle speedv, i.e., v5vr g , as long as the
gear ratio remains constant.

In @9# we have developed a detailed crank angle based m
for the compression braking torque. This high-order dynam
model is based on energy conservation principles in addition
static engine maps provided by the manufacturers, and it is
pable of describing the intrinsic interactions between individ
cylinder intake and exhaust processes, and turbocharger dyna
during combustion and braking modes and during the transi
between the modes~see the crank angle based model simulat
for a step change in BVT from 685 deg to 692 deg in Fig.!.

Fig. 2 The instantaneous shaft torque response to a step
change in BVT from 685 deg to 692 deg. The third plot shows
the event-averaged torque response. Source: †10‡.
408 Õ Vol. 124, SEPTEMBER 2002
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Based on averaging and identification of the instantaneous to
response for changes in brake valve timing and engine spee
low order control oriented engine model has been derived in@10#.
The lower plot in Fig. 2 shows the cycle-averaged torque respo
obtained by processing the summation of individual cylind
torque in the crank angle domain~middle plots! with a third order
Butterworth filter. The cutoff frequency corresponds to one eng
cycle.

The reduced model is essentially represented as follows.
compression braking torque on the crankshaft,Tcb , is calculated
using the following first order differential equation with the tim
constant 1/lcb :

Ṫcb52lcb~Tcb2Tst!, (2)

where the steady-state braking torque,Tst , is calculated as a non
linear function of the engine speedv and the brake valve timing
ucb :

Tst~v,ucb!5a01a1v1a2ucb1a3ucbv. (3)

The regression~3! has been obtained in@10# by fitting the simu-
lation results from the full order model. The brake valve timin
limits impose limits on the braking torqueTst,min(v)
5Tst(ucb,max,v), Tst,max(v)5Tst(ucb,min ,v).

Recent developments in the area of high pressure valve ac
tion hydraulics~see e.g.,@8#! allow us to assume that the actuat
opening the brake valve is considerably faster than the en
manifold filling and turbocharger dynamics. Thus, the brake va
timing ucb can be treated as a control input. The controller in t
paper is designed directly in terms of torqueTst from ~2! through
backstepping, while the corresponding value of the bra
valve timing, ucb , is obtained by inverting the static torqu
regression~3!.

The speed control problem is to ensure that the engine r
tional speedv tracks the desired reference speedvd(t) as the
vehicle proceeds the descending grade:v→vd(t). This ensures
that v→vd(t) as long as the gear ratio remains constant. We
sume that the desired speedvd(t) is derived from the driver’s
brake pedal position through a calibration map. These calibra
maps are typically developed by skilled drivers and can be use
a brake-by-wire mode. In Automated Highway Systems~AHS!
the value ofvd(t) may be generated from a lead vehicle.

4 Model Reference Adaptive Controller
The sensitivity analysis and, in particular, significant variatio

in the vehicle response characteristics to an application of c
pression brake clearly indicate the need for nonlinear and adap
control design to ensure good and consistent HDV speed trac
performance for a multitude of vehicle mass, road grade and g
combinations@10#. The design of such nonlinear adaptive contro
ler is the topic of this section. Specifically, we develop a Mod
Reference Adaptive Controller that is derived in terms of tw
system parameter estimates, namely vehicle mass and road g
Both of these parameters are found to be critical in longitudi
control since they have the most impact on longitudinal perf
mance@14#.

The design of the controller algorithm is first done for the sy
tem without the actuator dynamics. The actuator dynamics nee
be taken into account if higher levels of performance~e.g., faster
response, disturbance rejection! are desired from the closed loo
system. In Subsection 4.3 we extend the controller algorithm
account for the actuator dynamics. The simulation results on
reduced order model in Subsection 4.4 provide the benchm
performance for comparison controller performance on the
order model in the following sections.

4.1 Controller Design Without the Actuator Dynamics.
We assume that the massm of the vehicle~which depends on the
mass of payload! and the road gradeb are unknown constants
This implies that the total vehicle inertiaJt(m) and the force
Transactions of the ASME
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Fb(m,b) due to road grade~b! and the rolling resistance of th
road (f r) are unknown constants as well. Then the vehicle mo
in the parametric form is

v̇5
1

u1
~u2r g

3Cqv21u2!, (4)

whereu is the shaft torqueTcb , andu1 , u2 are unknown param-
eters,u15Jt.0, u25r gFb . Note thatu1 , which is the total ve-
hicle inertia, is always positive. This property is critical to bei
able to develop a MRAC design.

To design MRAC we introduce a reference model that captu
the desired closed-loop behavior. Specifically, the reference m
trajectoryvm is given by

v̇m52lvm1lvd , (5)

wherevd(t) is the desired vehicle speed andl.0 controls the
speed of response, whereby larger values ofl correspond to faste
responses. The speed reference model approach is particu
suitable for operating trucks in a vehicle following scheme with
an AHS environment because heavy vehicle response should
vary too much when operating conditions change to avoid adv
effect on traffic flow.

Denoting the tracking error bye5v2vm , we obtain:

ė5
1

u1
~u2r g

3Cqv21u2!1lvm2lvd . (6)

Using the certainty equivalence principle, we define the fe
back law as follows:

u5r g
3Cqv22u22u1l~v2vd!. (7)

If u1 , u2 were known, this controller would guarantee thate(t)
→0. Since the parameters are unknown, we replace them by
estimates,û1 , û2 , in the control law~7!:

u5r g
3Cqv22 û22 û1l~v2vd!. (8)

The parametersû1 , û2 will be adjusted by the adaptation law. Th
error model is given by:

ė52le1u1
21l~v2vd!~u12 û1!1u1

21~u22 û2!. (9)

The parameter update laws are derived using the Speed G
ent methodology@12#. This is a general technique for controllin
nonlinear systems through an appropriate selection and minim
tion of a goal function. The controller is designed to provide
decrease in the goal function along the trajectories of the sys
The goal functionQ is selected to reflect the speed tracking o
jective, specifically:Q(e)5u1e2/2>0. Note thatQ(e).0 if e
Þ0 becauseu1.0. Then,

Q̇52lu1e21el~v2vd!~u12 û1!1e~u22 û2!,

and in accordance with the SG approach, we calculate the de
tive of Q̇ with respect toû1 and û2 ~the gradient of the ‘‘speed’’!
and define the following adaptation laws:

u̇̂152g1¹û1
Q̇5g1el~v2vd!, g1.0, (10)

u̇̂252g2¹û2
Q̇5g2e, g2.0, (11)

whereg1 , g2.0 are positive adaptation gains. The convergen
e(t)→0 can be proved using the following Lyapunov function

V~e,ũ !5Q~e!1
1

2g1
ũ1

21
1

2g2
ũ2

2>0, (12)

whereũ5@ ũ1 ũ2#T, and ũ i5u i2 û i , i 51,2. Calculating the time
derivative ofV, using the adaptation laws~10!–~11!, we obtain

V̇52lu1e2<0.
Journal of Dynamic Systems, Measurement, and Control
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Thus V(e(t),ũ(t)) is a non-increasing function of time an
V(e(t),ũ(t)), Q(e(t)) are bounded. Then,e(t), ũ(t) are also
bounded. From~9!, assuming thatvd(t), t>0, is bounded,ė(t),
t>0, is bounded as well. The Barbalat’s lemma can now be
plied to show thate(t)→0, i.e.,v(t)→vm(t), ast→`. Note that
if vd(t)[vd5const fort>t8, v(t)→vd .

To ensure that the parameter estimates are bounded with
realistic feasible range and to improve the parameter estim
transient behavior we can augment a projection algorithm to~10!–
~11!. Supposeu1,min<u1<u1,max, u2,min<u2<u2,max. The param-
eter updates are stopped ifû1 , û2 attempt to leave their respectiv
feasible intervals:

u̇̂15Pro j1@g1el~v2vd!,û1#, (13)

u̇̂25Pro j2@g2e,û2#, (14)

where fori 51,2,

Pro j i@x,y#5H 0, if x>0, y>u i ,max

0, if x<0, y<u i ,min

x, otherwise

.

When the projection is employed, the time-derivative ofV has the
form:

V̇52lu1e21F, (15)

where

F, ũ1~el~v2vd!2Pro j1@el~v2vd!,û1# !

1 ũ2~e2Pro j2@e,û2# !. (16)

From u i ,min<ui<ui,max, and definition ofPro j i it is straightfor-
ward to verify thatF<0, and, hence,e(t), ũ(t) remain bounded.
Assuming thatvd(t), t>0, is bounded, the uniform continuity o
e2(t), t>0, follows from boundness ofė(t) in ~9!. Hence, the
convergencee(t)→0 ast→` follows from the Barbalat’s lemma

4.2 On-line Parameter Estimation. We next study the
identifying properties of our algorithm and demonstrate that
control scheme will provide mass and road grade estimation un
additional persistence of excitation type conditions. Specifically
parameter convergenceû1(t)→u1 , û2(t)→u2 as t→` takes
place then accurate estimates of the massm and of the road grade
b can be backtracked fromû1 andû2 . The error model~9! can be
rewritten in the form:

u1ė52lu1e1RTũ, (17)

where R5@l(v2vd) 1#T is the regressor function, ũ

5@ ũ1 ũ2#T. From e(t)→0, ~13!, ~14! it follows that u̇̃(t)→0 as
t→`. Using the Barbalat’s lemma we can show thatė(t)→0 as
well. From~17! this implies thatR(t)Tũ(t)→0 ast→`. Suppose
vd(t)[const for t>t8. Then, v(t)2vd(t)→0 as t→` and
ũ2(t)→0 ast→`. Unfortunately, the convergence ofû2 does not
allow us to simultaneously identify both the road grade and
vehicle mass. To obtain both the convergenceũ2(t)→0 and
ũ1(t)→0 ast→`, vd(t) should not be constant, and addition
conditions onR(t) are needed. Specifically, the matrixR(t) must
be persistently exciting@22#. In practice, this persistent excitatio
condition can be enforced ifvd is not a constant and provides
sufficiently rich excitation to the system, e.g., changes in a s
wise or other periodic fashion. This is typically guaranteed
urban driving cycles.

4.3 Including Compression Braking Dynamics. We fur-
ther extend the design to include the brake actuator dynamics~2!.
The system with the actuator dynamics is given by:
SEPTEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 409
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Jtv̇5Tcb1r g~2Cqr g
2v21Fb! (18)

Ṫcb52lcb~Tcb2Tst!, (19)

whereTst is now considered as a control input. The higher ord
controller that takes the actuator dynamics in~2! into account is
designed using a backstepping approach@23#. In accordance with
this iterative design procedure we have to treatTcb as avirtual
input to the first-order system~18! and, as a first step, design
stabilizing control lawa(e,û1 ,û2) for ~18! and the update laws
for û1 , û2 . This, in fact, has already been done in the previo
section and

a~e,û1 ,û2!5r g
3Cqv22 û22 û1l~v2vd!. (20)

The error between Tcb and a is denoted by z5Tcb

2a(e,û1 ,û2). To account for this error, we augment th
Lyapunov function~12! with the term 1/2z2:

Va1~e,z,ũ1 ,ũ2!5V~e,ũ1 ,ũ2!1
1

2
z2. (21)

The time-derivative ofVa1 along the trajectories of the closed
loop system~18!, ~19!, ~20!, ~13!, ~14! is given by

V̇a5u1eė2g1
21ũ1u̇̂12g2

21ũ2u̇̂21z~ Ṫcb2ȧ !

52u1le21F1z~e2lcb~Tcb2Tst!2ȧ !. (22)

Therefore, to guarantee negative definiteness ofV̇a1 we need to
chooseTst to make the last term of~22! equal to2kz, wherek
.0 is a controller gain. This is achieved with the following co
trol law:

Tst5Tcb1lcb
21~2kz2e1ȧ !, (23)

where

ȧ5~2Cqr g
3v2 û1l!v̇2l~v2vd!u̇̂12 u̇̂21 û1lv̇d . (24)

Sincez5Tcb2a,

Tst5~12klcb
21!Tcb2lcb

21~e2ka2ȧ !. (25)

Note that~23! ~or ~25!! depend on several quantities that we
not measure directly. In particular, the control law~25! depends on
the time derivative ofv which is not measured~unless there is an
accelerometer on-board!. Therefore, to make the above controll
implementable, we have to introduce an approximation of the
rivative operator~so called ‘‘dirty derivative’’ @5#, which is given
by a transfer functions/(s/t11), t.0! for v̇. Then the control
law ~25! is modified as follows:

Tst5~12klcb
21!Tcb2lcb

21~e2ka2a6 !

a5r g
3Cqv22 û22 û1l~v2vd!,

a6 5~2Cqr g
3v2 û1l!v̇ f2l~v2vd!u̇̂12 u̇̂21 û1lv̇d (26)

v̇ f5t~v2v f !,

u̇̂15Pro j1@g1el~v2vd!,û1#,

u̇̂25Pro j2@g2e,û2#.

The analysis of this controller algorithm with the dirty deriv
tive approximation is presented in the Appendix. The propertie
the original algorithm are essentially recovered ifg1 , g2 , k, t
are sufficiently large. The backstepping procedures that rely on
dirty derivative approximation are analyzed in@24# for the non-
adaptive case. From these non-adaptive results, we would ex
that k and t need to be sufficiently large. As is shown in th
Appendix, in the adaptive case, the adaptation gains need als
sufficiently high.
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We also do not measure the shaft torqueTcb . To estimateTcb ,
we may use an open-loop observer,

Ṫ̂cb52lcb~ T̂cb2Tst!.

The estimateT̂cb replacesTcb in the control law~25!. Because the
solution of ėcb52lcbecb , where ecb5T̂cb2Tcb exponentially
converges to zero, it can be verified that the algorithm proper
are preserved with this observer. Note that the effectiveness o
open-loop observer depends on knowing accurately the valu
lcb . The use of this open-loop observer can be avoided altoge
in vehicles equipped with a torque sensor, whereTcb would be
directly measured. There may also be alternative procedures
estimatingTcb from the driveline/transmission side that also avo
using the open-loop observer. In our case the actual brak
torque, that exhibits higher frequency content, was neglected
the open loop observer model. Despite the unmodeled high o
dynamics we confirm in Section 6 that the speed tracking per
mance and parameter error reduction are maintained even du
simulation with the full order model.

4.4 Simulation Results on Reduced Order Model. To il-
lustrate the operation of our adaptive controller given by~27! and
~3!, we consider a response to a desired vehicle speed profilevd ,
given by a step-wise periodic function that slightly exaggerates
urban driving scenario. The vehicle operates in fifth gear. T
initial parameter estimates are 60 percent off the true values o
mass and grade, thus resulting in poor tracking performance~see
Fig. 3!. The tracking improves as the adaptation proceeds. Du
this particular periodic excitation invd the vehicle mass and roa
grade estimates tend to their true values in 35 s as shown in
4. The variations in the engine speed in Fig. 6 correspond
variations in the desired vehicle speed between 18.3 km/h
19.6 km/h. This is a very small variation in the vehicle speed t
would be hardly noticable to the driver. In fact, this excitatio
may be imposed artificially by the control system on top of t
nominal desired vehicle speed set by the driver.

These results are obtained under the assumption that the re
sion ~3! is accurate. Simulations using a perturbed model
steady-state torqueT̂st demonstrates a reasonable sensitivity to
regression errors. For example, a 10 percent persistent mism
caused by multiplicative uncertainty between the modeled

Fig. 3 Upper plot: engine speed v „solid … in response to de-
sired speed vd „dash-dot … and reference model trajectory vm
„dash …. Lower plots: the trajectories of torque Tcb and brake
valve timing u cb „solid …. u cb ,max , u cb ,min are indicated by dash-
dotted lines.
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actual torque (T̂st51.1Tst) results in 10 percent steady-state err
in the estimate of the vehicle mass and 1 percent error in
estimate of the road grade. Note that the speed tracking pe
mance does not deteriorate even in the presence of this mod
error.

5 Saturation Compensation Schemes
Since the range of brake valve opening timing is limited, act

tor saturation may occur. From Fig. 3 we note thatucb saturates
during transients~the saturation limits are indicated by das
dotted lines!. The closed loop controller responses may diverg
the saturation is not properly handled. The actuator saturation
be handled within the control design in two different ways d
scribed below.

5.1 Reference Modification. To provide compensation fo
actuator saturation we use the approach of@25#. The idea is to
preserve the time-rate of decay of the Lyapunov function eve
saturation is encountered by properly modifying the refere
command. Unlike in@25#, here we apply the scheme to an ada
tive system.

The reference model~5!, that captures the desired closed lo
behavior, is modified as follows:

v̇m5l~vm2vd, f !. (27)

The signalvd, f is calculated as an output of the following filte
with a time constanttd :

v̇d, f5td~vd2vd, f !1r , (28)

where r (t) is a reference signal modification that is chosen
provide the sameV̇a in saturation as when there is no saturatio
Taking into account the new reference model~27!–~28!, we obtain
the following adaptation laws:

u̇̂15g1Pro j1@el~v2vd, f !,û1#, g1.0. (29)

u̇̂25g2Pro j2@e,û2#, g2.0. (30)

The above approach for saturation compensation is te
through simulation~see Fig. 5! during a driving maneuver in the
gear number seven. Note that although saturation occurs in Fi
the duration is not sufficiently long to test the modification~28!.
In the seventh gear, the reference modification scheme is a
during the last downward step invd from 1550 rpm to 1350 rpm
~that corresponds to 32.5 km/h and 28.5 km/h, respectively!. One
can observe that the virtual referencevd, f is slowed down sub-
stantially as compared tovd to allow the system to catch up wit
the command. The controller scheme including the refere
modification performed well for all the driving scenarios w
tested through simulations. The theoretical analysis of the clo

Fig. 4 Convergence of vehicle mass and road grade param-
eter estimates. The true values are given by the dash-dotted
lines, the estimates by the solid lines.
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loop properties for this more complex scheme with saturat
compensation will be reported in the future work.

5.2 Coordination With Gear. In order to avoid actuator
saturation, an alternative approach can be used. Specifically, i
limits of the compression braking torque are frequently reache
different transmission gear ratio can be selected. With an ap
priate gear ratio selection one can effectively ‘‘size’’ the pow
due to gravity that is reflected on the engine shaft, see~1!. The
selection of the transmission gear ratio,gt , would typically be
done by a higher level supervisory controller if a frequent satu
tion of brake valve timing is detected. The control algorithm w
have developed in the previous sections can be extended to
clude gear ratio optimization and selection. A similar gear sel
tion scheme has been developed in@26#.

6 Adaptive Controller Implementation on Full Order
Model

In this section we test our adaptive controller on the high or
crank-angle based engine model~with 24 dynamic states! for a six
cylinder, 350 Hp diesel engine equipped with a compress
brake. The high order engine model was developed in@9#. The
crank angle representation allows us to capture the cylinder
cylinder interactions and individual cylinder variables such
pressure, temperature and torque in crank angle resolution du
the transition from combustion to braking. The high frequen
content of the quasi-periodic crank angle resolved cylinder op
tion may affect the controller operation and lead to closed-lo
performance deterioration~e.g., see the oscillations in the brakin
torque produced by the cyclic operation of engine cylind
shown in Fig. 2!. In order to compensate for undesirable effects
the high order model that we expect to be present in the real w
system, we develop the following controller modifications th
guarantee robust controller performance and improved param
convergence.

In order to improve robustness of the adaptation and estima
algorithms, various modifications have been reported in the lite
ture ~see@27, 22# for a survey!. For our application we already
employed the feasible range projection algorithm wherein the
rameter updates are stopped if the parameter estimates attem
leave the region where the parameters are known to physicall
in ~see Section 4.1!. This approach is suitable for our applicatio
since the physically reasonable parameter range is typic
known a priori.

Additional steps for improved parameter convergence consis
keeping the adaptation on only when the tracking errorv2vm is
expected to be due to parameter mismatch and not due to unm
eled dynamics effects or measurement noise. Thus the adapt
is turned off during fast transients, when the engine speed

Fig. 5 Upper plot: engine speed v „solid … in response to de-
sired speed vd ,f „dash-dot … and reference model trajectory vm
„dash …. Lower plot: the trajectories of brake valve timing u cb
„solid …. u cb ,max , u cb ,min are indicated by dash-dotted lines.
SEPTEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 411
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changing fast, and modeling errors between the actual aver
torque and the estimated one are expected. The conditions
disabling adaptation in transients were formulated based on
difference betweenvd andvm . Namely, when this difference wa
smaller than a threshold in absolute value we enabled the ad
tion. The threshold was tuned in simulations. A more system
approach would involve defining disable conditions based o
difference betweenv and a moving average ofv. We also turn the
adaptation off when the tracking errorv2vm is smaller than the
measurement error or the quasi-steady periodic error in the to
caused by cylinder-to-cylinder operation~see Fig. 2!. An upper
bound on the uncertainty~that determines the size of the dea
zone! can be derived from the crank angle engine dynamics mo
analysis.

To illustrate the operation of the adaptive controller, we co
sider the response to a desired vehicle speed profilevd given by
the same step-wise periodic function used in Subsection 4.4.
large parameter errors~in particular, the initial parameter error o
60 percent! result in initially poor tracking performance~see Fig.
6!. The tracking rapidly improves as the adaptation proceeds. D
ing this particular periodic excitation invd the errors in vehicle
mass and road grade estimates reduce by more than a half
sec as shown in Fig. 7. Because of the unmodeled dynam

Fig. 6 Upper plot: engine speed v „solid … in response to de-
sired speed vd „dash-dot … and reference model trajectory vm
„dash …. Second plot: the trajectories of instantaneous, aver-
aged and estimated shaft torque Tcb . Lower plot: brake valve
timing trajectory.

Fig. 7 The convergence of vehicle mass and road grade pa-
rameter estimates. The true values are given by the dashed
lines, the estimates by the solid lines.
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present in the full order model, the parameter estimation erro
not reduced to zero unlike in simulations on the reduced or
model. Despite the unmodeled dynamics, the reduction in the
rameter error is quite significant and our prime objective, which
good and consistent speed tracking performance, is achieved
two regions where the adaptation is disabled~i.e., in fast transients
and dead zone! are clearly visible in Fig. 8, which magnifies th
signals during the step change att520 s indicated by a circle in
Fig. 6.

7 Conclusion
In this paper we developed longitudinal speed control al

rithms using variable compression braking in an effort to incre
HDV retarding capability, accommodate higher operating spe
and lower maintenance cost due to reduced use of service bra
To ensure good and consistent speed tracking performance de
large variations in the vehicle mass and road grade, the contr
was integrated with on-line adaptation. A Model Reference Ad
tive Control design approach combined with backstepping to
clude the compression braking actuator dynamics was follow
Observers for the unmeasured quantities have been designe
integrated with the baseline adaptive controller. The stability a
response properties of the overall scheme have been rigoro
analyzed. Several modifications for robust performance were c
sidered. The final version of the controller was evaluated on
highly complex crank angle based model. Good tracking per
mance and parametric error reduction for vehicle mass and
grade estimation have been confirmed.

We focused on speed tracking under large uncertainties in
hicle mass and road grade. There is an additional, but sma
uncertainty in the compression braking torque regression. In f
compression braking torque can be predicted more accurately
combustion torque@9# and this is in part why we are proposing t
estimate vehicle mass and road grade during the time when
compression brake is active. Thus our approach is to deal with
largest uncertainty sources first and handle smaller uncerta
sources through robustification mechanisms such as a dead
and transient disable. Our work can be also extended to cons
fast varying road grade as in@28#.

Fig. 8 Upper plot: engine speed v in response to desired
speed vd and reference model trajectory vm . Second plot: the
trajectories of instantaneous and averaged shaft torque Tcb .
Lower plot: averaged torque „solid … and estimated torque T̂cb
„dash ….
Transactions of the ASME
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Appendix
We now analyze the properties of the adaptive control al

rithm ~27! in more detail. In particular, we show that the introdu
tion of the dirty derivative approximation for the time derivativ
of v does not destroy the desirable properties of the adap
control scheme.

The expression forȧ ~24! can be written in the form

ȧ5sv̇1r,

where

s~v,û1!5~2Cqr g
3v2 û1l!,

r~v,vd ,v̇d ,e,û1 ,û2!52l~v2vd!u̇12 u̇21 û1lv̇d .

We have,

a6 5sv̇ f1r.

The control law

Tst5Tcb1
1

lcb
~2e1a6 2kz!,

can be rewritten in the form

Tst5Tcb1
1

lcb
~2e1ȧ2kz!2

1

lcb
s~v̇2v̇ f !.

Let

Va25Va11
1

2
~v2v f !

2

5
u1

2
e21

1

2g1
ũ1

21
1

2g2
ũ2

21
1

2
z21

1

2
~v2v f !

2.

The time rate of change ofVa2 along the trajectories of the closed
loop system is given by the following expression

V̇a252u1le21F2kz22t~v2v f !
21zs~t~v2v f !2v̇ !.

In the closed-loop system the accelerationv̇ is a function of the
states, parameters and parameter estimates:

v̇5h~z,v,û1 ,û2 ,vd ,u1!,

where

h~¯ !5
1

u1
~z2 û22 û1l~v2vd!1u2!.

Another way of representingVa2 is as a sum

Va25Vs1Vu ,

where

Vs5
u1

2
e21

z2

2
1

~v2v f !
2

2
, Vu5

1

2g1
ũ1

21
1

2g2
ũ2

2.

The functionVs can be viewed as the energy contained in
system state errors whileVu can be viewed as the energy co
tained in the parameter errors.

Let

e~g1 ,g2!5 max
û,uP@u1,min ,u1,max#3@u2,min ,u2,max#

Vu .

Consider a sublevel set ofVs ,
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Cp5$f:Vs~f!<p%, where f5~e,z,v2v f !.

Assume that the initial condition at timet50 is f(0)
5(e(0),z(0),v(0)2v f(0)) such thatf(0)PCp , and, moreover,

uvd~ t !u1uv̇d~ t !u<K1 , t>0,

whereK1 is known. In addition, we assume thatvm(0)5vd(0)
and that from uvd(t)u1uv̇d(t)u<K1 it follows that uvm(t)
2vd(t)u<K2 for someK2.0 and for allt. The existence ofK2
follows from the BIBO stability of the reference model.

The set defined by the inequalities

Vs~f!<p1e~g1 ,g2!, uvm2vdu<K2 , uvdu1uv̇du<K1

is compact and, hence, the continuous functi
uh(z,v,û1 ,û2 ,vd)u achieves a maximum on this set that we d
note by h1 . Similarly, the maximum of the function
us(v,û1)h(z,v,û1 ,û2 ,vd)u over this set exists and is denoted b
h3 while that of us(v,û1)u by h2 . If Vs(f)<p1e(g1 ,g2), we
have

V̇a2<2u1le21F2kz22t~v2v f !
21uv2v f uh11tuzuuv

2v f uh21uzuh3 .

Completing the squares, it can be verified that

V̇a2<2u1le21F2
t

2
~ uv2v f u2h2uzu!21uzu2S t

2
h2

22
k

2D
2

t

2 S uv2v f u2
h1

t D 2

2
k

2 S uzu2
h3

k D 2

1
h1

2

2t
1

h3
2

2k
.

Denote

b~f!52
t

2 S uv2v f u2
h1

t D 2

2
k

2 S uzu2
h3

k D 2

1
h1

2

2t
1

h3
2

2k

2u1le2.

Then,

V̇a2<b~f!.

Examining the expression forb, it is straightforward to verify
that if k andt are sufficiently large,k.h2

2t, thenV̇a2 is negative
outside of a compact setG(t,k) in the interior of the set
Cp1e(g1 ,g2) . Specifically, we can select«.0 sufficiently small and
let G(t,k)5Cg(t,k) whereCg(t,k)2« is the smallest sublevel set o
Vs that contains allf’s such thatb~f!.0 in its interior. Note that
G(t,k) shrinks toward the origin as the gainsk and t are in-
creased. In particular, we can assume thatk andt are sufficiently
large so thatG(t,k),Cp1e(g1 ,g2) .

Applying the Barbalat’s lemma it can be verified that the tr
jectory of f(t) that starts withf(0)PCp must enterG(t,k) in a
finite time. Unlike in the nonadaptive case once the traject
entersG(t,k) it may not stay in it for all future time and, in fact
it may exit it at some later time. Specifically, when the trajecto
is insideG(k,t), V̇a2 may be positive. At the exit time instant,Va2
cannot exceedg(t,k)1e(g1 ,g2). This implies, in turn, that after
the first entry the trajectory off will always be confined to the
sublevel setCg(t,k)1e(g1 ,g2) . It remains to point out that both
g(t,k) ande(g1 ,g2) can be made arbitrary small by selectingt,
k g1 andg2 sufficiently large andk.h2

2t.
To summarize, sufficiently large control gains combined w

sufficiently fast adaptation rates can ultimately bound the track
errore and approximation errorsecb , z, v2v f within an arbitrary
small compact set around the origin. The domain of attract
~i.e., the set of initialf~0!’s! for which this ultimate boundnes
property holds can also be made arbitrary large by increasing
gainsk and t. Consequently, by utilizing large control gains an
fast adaptation the desirable properties of our adaptive con
SEPTEMBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 413
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algorithm can be recovered despite the fact that a dirty deriva
approximation forv̇ are employed. The need to use fast adap
tion is perhaps not surprising given the results on ‘‘bursting’’ p
vention in adaptive control schemes in@29#. It can be also verified
that if the persistence of excitation conditions hold and as long
f is outside ofG(t,k), the parameters converge exponentially
their true value.
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